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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to an off side detection system using teleindicators with enable the referees to obtain a signal indicating that an off side
play has occurred. The system is comprised of a portable emitter which is activated by the referee by mechanical pulsing which will always be
effected when the player who has the ball passes the ball to another player. The system also comprises a portable receiver which is carried by the
assistant; said receiver has a button and can be activated by the assistant by pulsing it whenever a player is in an off side position. The system is
characterised by providing a signal which is perceived by a person in order to indicate to this person that the ball has been passed by one player
while another player was off side. With such a system, all the assistant has to do is to observe, once he has received the signal, if the ball is going
towards the player who has been detected off side and to apply the off side rule. <IMAGE>
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